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MCC Background: 

 
MCC started developing software way back in 1975 when the term MIS was used. We have 

seen the different generation of computing right from Mainframe to Mobile. Adapting to new 

technology and our length of relationship with customers have been our greatest strengths.  

The testimony to this lies in the fact that Berger Paints has been our customer since 1975. 

 

British Paints India Limited: 

 
Client Background: British Paints has its origin in 1919 in Britain. They have 45 branch 

offices and 12000 channel partners. Ranging from decorative paints like texture and enamel 
paints or waterproofing solutions like Dr Seal-It, British Paints has a solution to all home 
surface problems like wall care, maintenance and industrial solutions like Epoxy Coatings 
too. Glo, Expa Cool, Shingar, British Master Blaster, Acri-silk are a few of the many well 
known products of our brand. 

 

Project Overview: 

 
British Paints has several dealers across India which has to stock their shelves with their 
product at all times. Based on the shortfall at dealer end, Depot raises indent with the HO 
and then factory is asked to produce the same product. Products are manufactured as per 
priority based on ABC classification system. 
 

 

Business Challenges: 

 
 Difficult to analyse at all India Level. 

 Production Plan not matching with requirement. 

 Different Stock not available at depot end. 

 Due to number of SKU’s difficult to clarify ABC manually. 

 

 

Requirement Assessment: 

 
Once the requirement assessment was given sign off the project got kick started. Post sign 
off there were meeting with clients to ensure smooth delivery and the application got tested 
rigorously before it went live. 
 

 Item Wise Estimate on last 12 month sale. 

 Number of stock now days for all operating. 

 Item Classification fast moving, slow moving and non moving. 

 IR to be made automatically. 
 



 

 

 

Solution Features: 
 
Entities Involved:  Depot and HO  
Users: 300 
Platform: ASP.Net 

Depot Indent System 

 Modification in ABC Classification. 

 Monthly estimate modification. 

 Monthly Depot Indent Generation. 

 Monthly Depot Indent Modification. 

 Load Tuning. 

Factory Indent System  

 

 Monthly Production Indent Generation. 

 Monthly Production Indent Allocation. 

 

Benefits: 

1) Requirement automatically frozen. 

2) Pan India data generation in one sheet. 

3) Factory gets production plan automatically. 

4) Requirement vs Actual Analysis can be done at any point of time. 

5) IR will get generated automatically after execution process. 

 

 

 

 

 


